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The oboes of Richters: about methods of research in woodwind instruments
Part I: checking the source material
Of all Dutch 18th-century woodwind instruments, the oboes with the stamps of Richters and
Rijkstijn form a special category. Many (but not all) of them are made in a very luxurious
style, in ebony with elaborately turned ivory rings and often silver mounts and engraved keys.
I was able to find information about thirty oboes with the stamps of Hendrik Richters, four
with those of Fredrik Richters (1694-1770), two oboes in the Richters’ style but with the
maker’s marks of H. Rijkstijn and finally six unstamped oboes in the Richters/Rijkstijn style.
A number of these are discussed by the American musicologist Cecil Adkins in an exhaustive (and price winning) article in the Journal of the American Musical Society (1990, Vol
XVI, p.42 - 117)*: ‘Oboes beyond compare; the instruments of Hendrik and Fredrik Richters’.
Phillip T. Young, in his book 4900 Historical Woodwind Instruments (London, 1993)* refers
to Adkins’ publication as the 'definitive study of the Richters oboes'. But as I have shown in §
9.8 (p. 458 - 478) in the English translation of my dissertation Dutch woodwind instruments
and their makers, 1660-1760 (Utrecht, 2005)*, the information in Adkins' article is not complete and sometimes not correct, caused by confusion about the makers’ marks on some
oboes. Some doubts about the observations and conclusions by Adkins were for me reason to
reflect about the methods and objectives of research in musical instruments.
The first task in scientific research is to check all basic information, for instance, how accurate are the descriptions and measurements of the instruments? Where are the oboes of Richters now, and where and what type of can information be found about these instruments and
their makers? Answering these questions is the main object of this communication, the first in
a short series of articles.
Another reason to return to the oboes by Richters (and Rijkstijn, and oboes in Richters style)
is the extraordinary fact that so many (40) of these instruments have survived.** That gives us
the possibility to use specific statistical techniques in assessing technical aspects. Adkins did
that in his article where he compared the bore profiles of the oboes. But I have some question
marks about his methods and conclusions. Comparing musical instruments is interesting and
important. It is good to give attention to the fundamental aspects of this field of research. I’ll
do that in a following part of this article, to be published in the next FoMRHI-Q.
* I refer to these publications as Adkins 1990, Young 1993 and Bouterse 2005.
** It is not common to find such large groups of surviving instruments of the same type
by one maker from the first decades of the 18th century. In Young’s 4900 Historical
Woodwind Instruments I found just a group of 27 alto recorders by Bressan, 33 bass
recorders by Johann Christoph Denner and 31 alt recorders by Johann Wilhelm Oberlender-Senior. Later on in the 18th century, with the growing popularity of the traverso,
we see that similar large quantities of these instruments survived. See the 38 traversos
by Scherer (father and son) and 44 by Stanesby-Junior. Nota bene: in both groups of
instruments by Scherer and Stanesby we find many traversos made in ivory; luxuriously
made instruments have likely a better chance to survive the years.

Characteristics of the oboes by Hendrik and Fredrik Richters: a short introduction
A characteristic feature of many of Hendrik Richters' ebony oboes (but not on instruments by
Fredrik Richters) is their decorative ivory turning, which appears in other Dutch instruments
further only once on a sixth flute by Willem Beukers (Library of Congress, Washington D.C.,
Inventory number: 1257/5). A well-known example from France is a three-section traverso
with ivory mountings by the Paris maker Rippert, which instrument is in the Engadiner
Museum at St. Moritz. However, decorative ivory turning probably originated in Germany,
where in the first half of the 17th century Nuremberg flute-makers began to specialize in
Passigdreherei (patterns of undulating lines) and ivory carving.
Adkins 1990 supplies an illustration of a tour à guilloche, the French name for a 'roseengine lathe' on which such work can be done. Basically, this machine permits a chisel to
perform a controlled forward or lateral movement geared to the lathe's rotating axle. With the
aid of templates, a specified number of elements (24, 32 or 36 in the case of Richters' oboes)
such as ridges, undulating lines etc. can be transferred to the work in hand. Ivory is the ideal
material for such embellishments. Furthermore, Adkins tells us that ivory lends itself well to
being carved and finished with the chisel of a decorative lathe, and that any subsequent
cleaning or sanding would only spoil the effect of the results produced by the chisel.

The oboe on this and the next page is HR17 by Hendrik Richters, Bate Collection, Oxford,
England. Inventory number: 2037. Characteristic of many oboes by this maker are the
luxurious materials he used: ebony, ivory mounts and silver keys.
Ornamental turning was a hobby of some royal houses. In the Rosenborg Castle in Copenhagen the lathe of the 1730's of the Danish Queen Sophie Magdalene is preserved, together with
a showcase full of ivory trophies, most of them with much more complicated ornaments and
patterns than we find on the oboes by Hendrik Richters.

C-key with rebus and Bacchus on oboe HR 18 (Oxford, Bate Collection)

Another feature of many oboes of both Hendrik and Fredrik Richters are the silver keys or
mounts. These keys are often engraved with floral motives, pictures of dancing (or even
drunken?) people, sometimes on the lower part of the c-key Bacchus on a barrel (see photo)
and a rebus on the upper part of the key: Vat den tijd en leer de wereld kennen (Grasp time
and learn the world).
Frederik Richters was married to a niece of the silversmith Hildebrand van Flory, a family
connection that has prompted suggestions that this was the reason why Van Flory executed the
silverwork on the Richters' oboes. Adkins claims that Van Flory's mark can be seen on two
oboe keys: the e-flat key of oboe no. HR1 and the c-key shank of oboe no. RS1. The mark is
allegedly visible on the reverse of both keys. Adkins based his observations, as he himself
said, on observations made by Rob van Acht. I myself have not seen any silver marks, but that
was also caused by the fact that during my research the regulations for inspecting the instruments became more strict, with the result that it was not longer allowed to remove the keys.

Silver mounts and
ornaments on the oboe
HR8 by Hendrik Richters (Gemeentemuseum
Den Haag,
Inventory number:
MUZ-1933x284).

The Scheurleer and Boers collections
In the catalogue Niederländische Doppelrohrblattinstrumente des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts
- Dutch double reed instruments of the 17th and 18th centuries (Laaber 1997) by Rob van
Acht, Jan Bouterse and Piet Dhont (ABD 1997), a large number (fourteen) of Richters oboes
are described, all of them in possession of, or given on loan to, the Gemeentemuseum Den
Haag (The Hague). Most of these oboes were part of two (former) collections, those of Boers
and Scheurleer. The instruments of the Scheurleer collection, with inventory numbers ending
-1933, are still preserved in the depots of the Gemeentemuseum. The Boers collection however, which was given on loan (in 1952) by the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam to the Gemeentemuseum, has recently been sent back to Amsterdam. This because the Gemeentemuseum
has reduced its activities on musical instruments in the last years to an absolute minimum.
The instruments of the Boers collection, which had in Den Haag inventory numbers ending
x-1952, regained in the Rijksmuseum the old numbers from before 1952. There is however
uncertainty about some instruments. The oboe HR7 by Hendrik Richters (Ea 17-x-1952)
doesn’t occur in the most recent inventory of the Boers Collection. The same applies to the
unstamped oboes Ea 4-x-1952 and Ea 5-x-1952.
Another oboe which was on loan (from a private Dutch collection), no. 9 by Hendrik Richters came just too late to be presented in the catalogue of Dutch double reed instruments. I do
not know if this instrument has been returned to its owner. There has been much confusion
about the status of this instrument: more than one temporary inventory number was suggested
(and some of them maybe used in a few publications) before it was established as Ea 1-x1996.
See the list further in this article for a survey of all old and new inventory numbers, and the
names of the collections.

Oboe HR9 by Hendrik Richters, in European boxwood (perhaps unstained), silver bead(s)
and brass keys; Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number:
MUZ-1996-x0001 (Ea 1-x- 1996).

Dimensions of the keys of oboe HR 9 by Hendrik Richters

Description of the oboe HR9
Boxwood oboe* with brass keys and one silver ring, loosely fitted at the lower bell ring. Other
rings or mounts must have been fitted at the socket rims of both middle joint and bell, but are
lost (see the oboe H. Richters-no. 27 for a similar instrument, with all mounts still there). The
finial (not so highly flarerd, and without a finial cup) is turned from a separate piece of wood,
but looks orginal; four cracks in the wall of the bell flare are glued.
The stamps: H.RICHTERS with a cloverleaf, the short stem pointing to the left.
On this oboe, all holes for the pivot pinss are drilled through the key rings. On many ebony
oboes by Richter, these holes are ‘blind’, which means that there is no exit of the hole and that
there is only one side to put the pivot pins in. The oboe HR9 instrument is in perfect playable
condition; a pitch of a=415 Hz was without any problems possible.
* There has been some discussion about the wood of which the instrument is made. The
wood has relatively wide growth rings, the colour of the wood is now brown (probably
caused by impregnating with oil, shortly before the instrument was given on loan to the
Gemeentemuseum), it looks now very much like yew or a similar soft wood. On a photo, taken some years before, the colour is however a much more light yellow, as like
unstained boxwood.

The Richters family, a summary
No new information about the Richters family has turned up since I did the research for my
dissertation. I give here a summary of the most relevant facts. At least three members of the
Richters family made musical instruments. They all were born and lived in Amsterdam, but
the Richters came originally from Laer, a town near Münster in Westphalia, Germany.
Frederich (Fredrik Coenraats) Richters, born in or around 1650, was a turner in Amsterdam
who in 1676 married the 24-year-old Maria Masen from Krefeld. This marriage did not last
long, for in 1680 Frederik Richters wed the 21-year- old Catrina Jans. She was the mother of
(at least) three sons: Johannes (1681), Hendrik (1683) and Fredrik (1694). Hendrik, Fredrik
and a son of Johannes, became instrument makers. We know that because in 1731 a contract
was drawn up (by notary Hendrik van Aken) under the terms of which Fredrik Rigters, a son
of Johannis Richters, was apprenticed to Fredrik Richters. There are also two woodwind
makers with the name Fredrik Richters.
Hendrik Richters died on October 20 1727. An inventory was made which shows what a
wealthy man he was. He owned several properties. The contents of his house were valued on
December 16 1727. The list of musical instruments makes interesting reading: '4 old, broken
fluitrottingen, 24 moffe fluyten, 9 ivory fluiten, 1quart fluit with ivory, 7 fluyt doesen, 1 of
them old, 2 feselette fluyten , 2 traversos, 3 old alt(fluiten), 3 basfluiten and 1 unassembled
basfluit, 1 old bassoon, 2 yellow oboes and 1painted black, 3 new oboes and 1 old, small
oboe, 1 hobo de moer (oboe d'amore), 9 salmooys (chalumeaux) and 5old violins.'
Some remarks on this list: the fluiten were probably recorders; fluyt doesen were surely
recorders (flûtes douces); fluitrottingen walking stick recorders. Altfluiten are not by
definition the same instruments as modern alto recorders in f1, but basfluiten were bass
recorders in F. Feselette fluyten were likely flageolet recorders. ‘Moffe’ in moffe fluyten
means probably ‘German', which however doesn't automatically mean that these instruments were traverso's (German flutes, as opposed to English flutes, which were recorders). I have never found in old Dutch inventories or other sources instruments which
were named ‘German flutes’ or ‘English flutes’.
There is no proof that Hendrik Richters made the flutes which are listed in the inventory.
We know only about oboes with his stamp; the same applies to Fredrik Richters. Most woodwind makers of the time in Amsterdam (and elswhere in Europe, as far as I know) made all
types of instruments (recorders, traversos, double reed and sometimes also single reed instrumets). Hendrik and Fredrik Richters were exceptions to this rule.
Fredrik Richters married (in 1729) Maria Reringh, a niece of the renowned Amsterdam
silversmith Hildebrand van Flory (1657-1754). After the death of his brother Hendrik, Fredrik
moved into his house and workshop on Nieuwe Leliestraat; twelve years later he moved to a
house on the opposite side of the street, where he lived until his death in 1770. On April 22
1716 Fredrik Richters was named among the ten leading, best-qualified turners of Amsterdam
in a list compiled by Abraham Joosten at the request of the municipal aldermen. Like his
brother Hendrik, Fredrik Richters had no offspring to succeed him in the workshop. He left
about 15,000 guilders at his death, in those days a large sum of money, some of which he left
to the children of the silversmith Hildebrand van Flory.

Makers’ marks of Richters
There is a strong family resemblance between the stamps used by the brothers Hendrik and
Fredrik Richters: H.RICHTERS and F.RICHTERS, curved, and not in scrolls. Many of the
stamps on ebony Richters oboes are somewhat indistinct, making it hard to tell whether there
is a full stop between their respective initials and surnames; in some cases one of the serifs on
the right-hand side of the H or F could be construed as that type of full-stop. On the best impressions, though, the full-stop is quite distinctly centred at half-letter height. Below the name
is a clover leaf; the short stalk on Hendrik Richters' oboes clearly bends to the left, Fredrik
Richters' slightly longer stalk describes a smaller curve to the right.
Reasonably good impressions are found on H. Richters' oboes nos. 13 and 24. In the stamp on
Hendrik Richters' oboe no. 9 his name and initial are ca. 12.5 mm wide, the letters are 1.5 mm
high and the clover leaf (with stalk) is 3 mm high and 2 mm wide.
On Fredrik Richters' oboe no. 1 his name in full occupies ca. 120 mm, the letters are 1.8 mm
high and the clover leaf with the slightly longer stalk is 4.2 mm high.

There are however two exceptions to the aforementioned stamps. On Hendrik Richters' only
tenor oboe (no. 30) the name H.RICHTERS is placed in a scroll ca. 18 mm wide and 2.8 mm
high in the middle, without a clover leaf or other marks. The other exception is F. Richters'
oboe no. 2: stamped between the maker's name and the clover leaf are the letters IS. The name
is a little wider on this oboe (ca. 14.3 mm) and the letters are slightly taller (ca. 2.3 mm). It is
tempting to say that this instrument could have been made by the younger Fredrik, the son of
Johannes Richters (IS interpreted as Johannes’ Son?).
Two oboes, made in the Richters’ style, have a different maker’s name: H.RYKSTYN, in a
flat curve, no scroll, 14 mm wide, the letters 1.6 mm tall with below the name a 4.0 mm tall
clover leaf, its stalk bending towards the right. This stamp looks very much like those used by
Hendrik and Fredrik Richters. The stalks on Hendrik Richters' oboes are relatively short and
bend to the left; Rijkstijn's stalks are relatively short and bend to the right, and Fredrik Richter's are relatively long and bend slightly to the right.

On the Rijkstijn-oboe No. 1 the stamps are on all joints clear and give no reason for confusion. However, the names stamped on oboe no. 2 are anything but distinct, being blurred and
crumbling at the edges. The most legible of them is on the bell, where it is situated on the
'waist' between the resonance holes. Adkins 1990 writes that the American oboe-maker Mary
Kirkpatrick reported a Richters stamp over which Rijkstijn's was superimposed. However,
personal inspection revealed no trace whatsoever of a Richters stamp. Because the clover leaf
clearly differs from the one found on the Richters brothers' stamps but does resemble the
clover leaf on Rijkstijn's oboe no. 1, there can be no doubt as to the instrument's provenance,
and both Richters can be ruled out as its makers.
No biographical data pertaining to a maker by the name of H. Rijkstijn were found. Because
also Rijkstijn's stamp bears a marked resemblance to the stamp used by the Richters family,
Rijkstijn may have learned his trade from them; the year, 1761, engraved on Rijkstijn's oboe
no. 1 dates him as a contemporary of Fredrik I- Richters (1694-1770) rather than Hendrik
Richters (1683-1727). Although the surname Rijkstijn was found in the archives (Amsterdam), there does not appear to be any connection with an instrument maker.
Finally, a few oboes have been found without makers’ marks. Some of them are beautifully
made, likely by Hendrik or Fredrik Richters. Some other instruments, however, show one of
more irregular details; maybe that they come from other makers who tried to make oboes in
the style of Richters.
The distribution of Hendrik and Fredrik Richters' stamps is remarkably consistent: above
fingerhole 1, between holes 5 and 6 and on the bell flare. The stamps are not always distinct
on the hard ebony. Over-zealous cleaning of the oboes has not benefited the crispness of the
impressions either.
The instruments and their collections
Concerning the inventory numbers: HR1 (etc.) are the numbers I have used in my dissertation Dutch woodwind instruments and their makers, 1660-1760 (2005). The numbers beginning with ‘MUZ’ refer to the new classification in the Gemeentemuseum in Den Haag; the
Ea-numbers are from the previous classification (which was used in the catalogue Niederländische Dopperrohrblattinstrumente des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts - Dutch double reed instruments of the 17th and 18th centuries (Laaber 1997) by Rob van Acht, Jan Bouterse and Piet
Dhont (ABD 1997). I have also given the numbers given by Adkins 1990 and Young 1993.
Concerning measurements and drawings: most of the oboes I have checked in situ, which
means in the museum or private collections where they were preserved. If possible and permitted, I have taken measurements of the oboes. Most of these data are published in Appendix
C of my dissertation (Bouterse 2005), in which also are included summaries of the measurements I have taken for the drawings in ABD 1997.
Concerning photos of the oboes: in ABD 1997 the oboes are depicted in full length (the
joints mounted); of some instruments close ups of keys and rings are given, I have not
personally checked the instruments with an * (such as * HR10 in Bonn).
The oboes by Hendrik Richters
HR1- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery, engraved silver keys; Gemeentemuseum
Den Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: MUZ-1933x0286 (Ea 286-1933).
Adkins: HGM 286-1933
Young: H.Richters - 1
Description, measurements (also pitch measurements) and drawings in ABD 1997.

HR2- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery, engraved silver keys; Gemeentemuseum
Den Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: MUZ-1933x0436 (Ea 436-1933).
Adkins: HGM 436-1933
Young: H.Richters - 2
Description, measurements (also pitch measurements) and drawings in ABD 1997. Close up
photos in Bouterse 2005.
HR3- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery, engraved silver keys; Gemeentemuseum
Den Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: MUZ-1933x584 (Ea 584-1933).
Adkins: HGM 584-1933
Young: H.Richters - 3
Description, measurements and drawings in ABD 1997.
HR4- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery, engraved silver keys; Rijksmuseum
Amsterdam, Netherlands, inv. no. BK-NM-11430-85 (ex Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, The
Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: Ea 7-x-1952).
Adkins: HGM 7-X-1952
Young: H.Richters - 4
Description, measurements and drawings in ABD 1997. Close up photos in Bouterse 2005.
Photo on the website of the Rijksmuseum.
HR5- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery, keys missing; Rijksmuseum Amsterdam,
Netherlands, inv. no. BK-NM-11430-79 (ex Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, The Hague,
Netherlands. Inventory number: Ea 8-x-1952)
Adkins: HGM 8-X-1952
Young: H.Richters - 5
Description, measurements and drawings in ABD 1997. Close up photos in Bouterse 2005.
Photo on the website of the Rijksmuseum.
HR6- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery, engraved silver keys; Rijksmuseum
Amsterdam, Netherlands, inv. no. BK-NM-11430-11 and/or BK-15605 (ex Gemeentemuseum
Den Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: Ea 15-x-1952)
Adkins: HGM 15-X-1952 Young: H.Richters - 6
Description, measurements, some photos and drawings in ABD 1997.
Photo on the website of the Rijksmuseum (under BK-15605).
HR7- oboe in c1, ebony, plain ivory rings and unengraved silver keys; Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, Netherlands, inv. no. BK-NM-11182 (ex Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, The Hague,
Netherlands. Inventory number: Ea 17-x-1952).
Adkins: HGM 17-X-1952 Young: H.Richters - 7
Description, measurements (also pitch measurements), drawings and close up photos in ABD
1997. Photo on the website of the Rijksmuseum.
HR8- oboe in c1, ebony with silver mountings and engraved silver keys; Gemeentemuseum
Den Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: MUZ-1933x284 (Ea 284-1933).
Adkins: HGM 284-1933
Young: F.Richters - 2 (by Adkins and Young 1993 attributed to
Fredrik Richters, by Young 1982 to Hendrik Richters).
Description, measurements (also pitch measurements), drawings and close up photos in ABD
1997. Also close up photos in Bouterse 2005.
HR9- oboe in c1, European boxwood (perhaps unstained), silver bead(s) and brass keys;
Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: MUZ-1996-x0001
(Ea 1-x- 1996).

Not in Adkins 1990, Young 1993 and ABD 1997; description and measurements (also pitch
measurements) and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
* HR10- oboe in c1, ebony with ivory turnery and silver keys; silver repair band in bell.
Beethoven Archive, Bonn, Germany. Inventory number: Zimm. 93.
Adkins: BBA Zimm. 93
Young: H.Richters - 9
Description, photos and concise measurements in Rainer Weber, Zur Restaurierung von Holzblasinstrumenten aus der Sammlung von Dr. Josef Zimmermann im Bonner Beethoven-Haus,
Celle 1993. One pitch indication by Rainer Weber. A summary of the measurements in Bouterse 2005.
* HR11- oboe in c1 , ebony, decorative ivory turnery, engraved silver keys; Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston Ma, U.S.A. Inventory number: 1985.705.
Adkins: BMFA 1985.705 Young: H.Richters - 19 (ex Van Tricht; misspelled Van Tright by
Young)
Adkins 1990 gives some measurements (in graphics or tables) of this instrument.
HR12- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery, engraved silver keys; Muziekinstrumentenmuseum MIM Brussels, Belgium. Inventory number: 1981.
Adkins: BMI 1981
Young: H.Richters - 23
Description, concise measurements andsome photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
HR13- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery and engraved silver keys; private
collection, London, England.
Adkins: LGO (Guy Oldham)
Young: H.Richters - 22
Description, measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
HR14- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery and engraved silver keys; private collection
(Han de Vries), Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Adkins: AHV-1
Young: H.Richters - 16
Description, concise measurements (no bore measurements) and photos by the author in
Bouterse 2005. See also Phillip T. Young, Loan exhibition of historic double reed instruments
(University of Victoria, 1988), No. 15; and Han de Vries & Helen Tilmanns: Hobo d’amore,
the collection of oboes (1680-1980) of Han de Vries (Rijkmuseum Twente, 1999).
* HR15 oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery and engraved silver keys; private
collection in Boston (ex-Piguet, Switzerland).
Adkins: BMP
Young: H.Richters - 13
Measurements by Mary Kirkpatrick, published in the appendix by Mary Kirkpatrick to the
article by Michel Piguet, 'Die Oboe im 18en Jahrhundert; Versuch einer Chronologie
verschiedener Oboentypen anhand von Messungen und Betrachtungen von neunzehn
Instrumenten aus der Sammlung M. Piguet', Basler, Jahrbuch für historischer Musikpraxis 12
(1988), p. 81-107. A summary of the measurements in Bouterse 2005.
* HR16- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery and engraved silver keys; Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, U.S.A. Inventory number: 53.56.11.
Adkins: NYMMA 53.56.11 Young: H.Richters - 11
Adkins 1990 gives some measurements (in graphics or tables) of this instrument.

HR17- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery and engraved silver keys; Bate Collection,
Oxford, England. Inventory number: 2037.
Adkins: OBC 2037
Young: H.Richters - 20
The Bate collection published 1989 a drawing by Dick Earle with measurements of this oboe.
Description, a summary of the measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
HR18- oboe in c1, European boxwood with an ivory ring, silver band and engraved silver
keys; Bate Collection, Oxford, England. Inventory number: 2040.
Adkins: OBC 2040
Young: H.Richters - 24
Description, measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
* HR19 oboe in c1; private collection, Tokyo, Japan.
Adkins: TMH (Masashi Honma; ex Bruce Haynes) Young: H.Richters - 17
No measurements and description of this oboe.
HR20- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery and engraved silver keys; National Music
Museum (formerly: America's Shrine to Music Museum), Vermillion SD, U.S.A. Inventory
number: 4547.
Adkins: VSM 4547
Young: H.Richters - 18 (ex Han de Vries)
Description, concise measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
HR21- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery and engraved silver keys; Library of
Congress, Washington DC, U.S.A. Inventory number: 158.
Adkins: WLC 158
Young: H.Richters - 8
Description, concise bore measurements (from an unpublished drawing by Adkins which is in
the museum archive) and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.

C-keys on the oboe HR23 (above) by Hendrik Richters and the unstamped oboe RS04 (now
in Paris); both instruments with silver ornaments, no ivory mountings.

* HR22 oboe in c1; private collection, New Paltz NY, U.S.A.
Adkins: NPMZ (Michael Zadro) Young: H.Richters - 15
According to Adkins 1990, only a middle joint with one key of this instrument survived.
No measurements of this oboe.
HR23- oboe in c1, ebony with silver mountings; Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria.
Inventory number: 653.
Adkins: VSAM 653 Young: H.Richters - 10
Only measurements of the lenghts of the three parts and photos (by the museum and by the
author) in Bouterse 2005.
HR24- oboe in c1, European boxwood brass keys, bell by Borkens; Horniman Museum,
London, England. Inventory number: 14-5-47/120.
Adkins: LHM 14-5-47/120
Young: H.Richters - 12
Description, measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
HR25- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery and engraved silver keys; private
collection, Grouw, Netherlands.
Not in Adkins 1990 and Young 1993.
Description, measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
*HR26- oboe in c1, European boxwood; private collection (Andreas Glatt), Antwerp,
Belgium.
Not in Adkins 1990 and Young 1993.
No description or measurements of this instrument.
HR27- oboe in c1, European boxwood; Stichting Museum Vosbergen, Netherlands
(ex Drents Museum, Assen, Netherlands. Inventory number: H1911-2a).
Not in Adkins 1990 and Young 1993.
Concise description of this instrument by the author in Bouterse 2005 (Appendix C).
HR28- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery, brass keys; collection of the London
antique dealer Tony Bingham (1997), who sold it to a private collection in America.
Not in Adkins 1990 and Young 1993.
Concise description of this instrument by the author in Bouterse 2005 (Appendix C).
*HR29- oboe in c1, ebony, decorative ivory turnery, silver keys; private collection, New
Zealand.
Not in Adkins 1990 and Young 1993.
A few photos (see Bouterse 2005, Appendix C), but no description or measurements of this
instrument.
HR30- tenor oboe in f1, stained European boxwood, ivory rings and silver keys; Musée de la
Musique, Paris, France. Inventory number: E.1185.
Young: H.Richters - tenor oboe 1
A drawing with full measurements of this oboe by Jean-François Beaudin was published by
the museum in 1987. Description, some photos and a summary of the measurements by the
author in Bouterse 2005. Photo on the website of the museum.

The oboes by Fredrik-I and Fredrik-II Richters
FR1- oboe in c1, ebony, engraved silver rings and (plain) silver keys; Gemeentemuseum Den
Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: MUZ-1933x0439 (Ea 439-1933).
Adkins: HGM 439-1933
Young: F.Richters - 1
Description, measurements (also pitch measurements), drawings and close up photos in ABD
1997. Some photos in Bouterse 2005.
FR2- oboe in c1, ebony, plain ivory rings and engraved silver keys; Gemeentemuseum Den
Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: MUZ-1933x0624 (Ea 624-1933).
Adkins: HGM 624-1933
Young: F.Richters - 3
Description, measurements, drawings and close up photos in ABD 1997. Some photos in
Bouterse 2005.
FR3- oboe in c1, stained fruitwood, silver mounts and keys; Gemeentemuseum Den Haag,
The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: MUZ-1933x0434 (Ea 434-1933).
Description, measurements, drawings and close up photos in ABD 1997.
FR4- oboe in c1, stained European boxwood, plain ivory rings, silver keys; private collection
(Han de Vries), Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Adkins: AHV-2
Young: F.Richters - 4
Description, measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005. See also Phillip T.
Young, Loan exhibition of historic double reed instruments (University of Victoria, 1988),
No. 16 and Han de Vries & Helen Tilmanns: Hobo d’amore, the collection of oboes (16801980) of Han de Vries (Rijkmuseum Twente, 1999).
Unstamped oboes in the Richters style
RS1- oboe in c1, stained European boxwood, silver mounts and engraved silver key
Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: Ea 4-x-1952.
Adkins: HGM 4-x-1952
Young: F.Richters - 6
Description, measurements and drawings in ABD 1997.
RS2- oboe in c1, ebony(?), silver mounts and engraved keys; Gemeentemuseum Den Haag,
The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: MUZ-1933x0442 (Ea 442-1933).
Description, measurements and drawings in ABD 1997.
RS3- oboe in c1, ebony(?), silver mounts and engraved keys; Gemeentemuseum Den Haag,
The Hague, Netherlands. Inventory number: Ea 5-x-1952.
Adkins: HGM 5-x-1952
Young: F.Richters - 5
Description, measurements and drawings in ABD 1997.
RS4- oboe in c1, ebony with silver keys and mounts; Musée de la Musique, Paris, France.
Inventory number: E.999.9.3.
Description, measurements (only lengths of the joints) and photos by the author in Bouterse
2005. I discovered this oboe when it was in the collection of the Kunsthistorisches Museum
in Wien/Vienna (ex-collection Arnold Rotschild. inv. no. AR 1912); since c. 2000 this oboe is
in the museum in Paris.

RS5- oboe in c1, ebony with silver keys and mounts; Waddeson Manor, Aylesbury,
Buckinghamshire, England.
Adkins: BWM Young: F.Richters - 7
Description, measurements (by the author) and photos (by the museum) in Bouterse 2005.
RS6- oboe in c1, stained European boxwood with silver mounts and engraved silver keys;
private collection, on loan to Han de Vries, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Description, measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
H. Rijkstijn
1- oboe in c1, brown-stained European boxwood, silver mounts, brass keys and the
inscription Douwe de Boer, Anno 1761; Frysk Museum, Leeuwarden, Netherlands; on
loan to Han de Vries, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Description, measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
2- oboe in c1, ebony, ivory mounts and silver keys; private collection, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Adkins: LDB
Young: H.Richters - 21
Description, measurements and photos by the author in Bouterse 2005.
Some comments to the instrument lists
At first: because of the privacy I can not give the names and addresses of some small private
collections. Other owners however are well known, such as the oboist Han de Vries in Amsterdam.
Bruce Haynes (Canada) and Andreas Glatt (Antwerp) passed away in recent years; I do not
know about where the Richters oboes which were in their collections are now.
I personally examined the following Hendrik Richters oboes (i.e. in situ and taking detailed
measurements): nos. HR1-9, 13, 14, 18, 20, 25 and 30. The descriptions and/or measurements
of oboes HR11, 12, 16, 21, 23 and 28 were less detailed. For the following instruments I was
able to consult existing descriptions and/or measurements: nos. HR10, 15, 17 and 30. Some
photographs of no. HR 29 were provided by the New Zealand flute-maker Alec Loretto, but
no further information about this oboe was available. For oboes HR19, 22, 26 and 27 I had
virtually no information at my disposal - such information as there was came in the form of
descriptions, measurement data or photographs from Piet Dhont (personally) and from Cecil
Adkins' article of 1990 in the case of nos. HR19 and 22. I myself have written extensive
descriptions and collected detailed measurements of all the Fredrik Richters oboes and all the
unstamped instruments in Richters’ style as well.
The above lists differ in some aspects from those of Adkins and Young, the latter's being
based on Adkin's. Not only have new instruments been discovered (or rediscovered) over the
past few years, but a few oboes of whose existence nothing had been known were not yet
attributed, or if they were, it was to the wrong maker.
As I mentioned before, the oboe cited by Adkins in Lausanne (listed by him under LDB) was
attributed by him to Hendrik Richters with the information that the stamp on it is superimposed by a stamp with the name Rijkstijn (Adkins had been told this by the American oboe
maker Mary Kirkpatrick). The results of my own investigation gave me no convincing reason
to assign the instrument to Richters.

More problematical was the attribution by Young and Adkins of oboe no. HR8 to Fredrik
Richters. Close scrutiny of the stamp has dispelled any remaining doubts, this instrument was
surely made by Hendrik Richters. Adkins' following attribution to Fredrik Richters of the
oboes Ea 5-x-1952 and Ea 4-x- 1952 in The Hague (based on the similar design of the keys
and other silver fittings to HR8) is thus doubtful, even if the latter instrument's date (1744)
cannot have been made by Hendrik Richters either.
The discovery of a stamp enabled oboe Ea 434-1933 in The Hague to be attributed to Fredrik
Richters, despite Young's statement that this instrument, contrary to earlier information, does
not bear Richters' stamp. Adkins, emulated by Young, also attributed the oboe at Waddesdon
Manor (no. RS5) to Fredrik Richters, but except for a monogramme on one of the silver
fittings, the letters of which can be interpreted as FR, this instrument is unstamped. In order to
avoid any misunderstandings, all the unstamped instruments in the list are specified as
'unstamped oboes in the style of Richters'.
For information about historical records and previous owners of oboes by Richters and Rijkstijn see my dissertation (Bouterse 2005), par. 4.21 (Richters) and 4.23 (Rijkstijn) and Appendix B (Reports of Dutch woodwind instruments in sale catalogues and inventories between
1700 and ca. 1830).

Research questions
It is obvious that the information of this group of 42 oboes is rather diverse. Dealing with all
those data from various sources is not easy; it is therefore important ‘to know what you want
to know’ about the instruments and their makers.
Of enerally interest is, first, all additional (but in most cases vary seldom available) basic
information: what is known about the history of each oboe? Who were previous owners and
players? What is the meaning of inscriptions? Can we see how old the instrument is? Are
there invoices with prices, fingering charts, reeds and staples, boxes or covers or musical
scores coming with the oboes, and so on?
Secondly, there is the group of data which results of examining and measuring the oboes: are
the instruments complete? Are all parts original? Which are unique or odd features? What is
the condition (damages, traces of repair, traces of playing)?
In the third place comes all information about the playing characteristics of the instruments:
what can be said about sound, pitch and other acoustical properties?
After these three categories of information comes the evaluation of the data. Many questions
can be asked. For instance: i
- Is it possible to date the oboes, is there any development visible?
- Is it possible to assess the way the oboes were designed and made?
- Can anything be said about the relation between the oboes by Hendrik and Fredrik
Richters and those by other Dutch woodwind makers?
- Were these oboes not only good looking instruments, but had they also good playing
qualities?
In my next article I will discuss some methods how to answer these questions.
Scientific research is only possible when there is exchange of information and when there is
room for critical response. Don’t hesitate to contact me, let me know your comments. I’ll do
my best to answer you, directly or in an article. My e-mail address: info@mcjbouterse.nl.

